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In recent years, several new sources of soft x-ray (10-100 A) and 

extreme ultraviolet (100-1000 A) radiation have been developed. These include 

1 laser-produced plasmas and storage ring insertion devices such as wigglers 

and 2 undulators . Efficient utilization of these new sources requires 

correspondingly novel optical systems. In the case of plasmas, collecting a 

maximum solid angle of the isotropically emitted radiation is desired, coupled 

with modest spectral resolution (A~/~ < 10-
2 ) to discriminate among the 

available spectral lines arising from atomic transitions. Whereas full 

exploitation of the high brightness, directionally emitting sources for 

experiments in holography, diffractive microscopy and spectroscopy requires 

high spectral resolution. In all cases, it would be of advantage to focus 

without astigmatism in the image, a condition we shall call stigmatism 

(sometimes called anastigmatism or quasi-stigmatism). 

Conventional normal incidence monochromators are capable of stigmatic 

imaging combined with either high spectral resolution or large geometrical 

aperture. However the reflection efficiency of gratings at normal incidence 

is generally quite low « 1'1.) for soft x-ray and extreme uv radiation. 

Conventional grazing incidence systems overcome this problem, but introduce 

severe image aberrations. For example, a spherical grating at grazing 

incidence has little focusing power in the sagittal direction (along its 

grooves) and thus forms highly astigmatic spectral lines, of whose lengths 

only a fraction is used in most measurements. The low luminosity 

(Photons/sec/cm2 ) of these images at the focal plane also inhibits demanding 

experiments such as photoelectron or fluorescence spectroscopy. 

A currently popular solution to this problem uses a toroidal 

t . 3 gra 1ng . In this approach, the low inherent sagittal focusing power of a 

grazing incidence optic is compensated by using a grating blank with an 

equatorial (minor) radius of curvature p along the length of the grooves 
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that is smaller than the (major) radius R in the plane of incidence (meridional 

direction) . If r is the object distance, r' the image distance, at the angle 

of incidence, and ~ the angle of diffraction, then stigmatism requires that 

llr + 1Ir' (COSat + cos~)/p (1) 

For example, given the Rowland circle focusing condition (r Rcosat, r' == 

Rcos~), the ratio of minor to major radius is p/R cos at cos~, which 

becomes exceedingly small at grazing incidence. By this means, astigmatism can 

be removed in the spectral image using a single optical element. Due largely 

to this simplicity, it has become the widely accepted method by which to 

construct stigmatic monochromators or spectrometers at grazing incidence (e. g. 

the toroidal grating monochromator or TGM)4-6. 

However, aspherical surfaces such as toroidal grating blanks are 

difficult to fabricate to high accuracy, and can result in significant 

wavefront errors. More fundamentally, the removal of astigmatism by use of a 

toroid is at the expense of an increase in the higher-order aberration of 

sagittal coma (alternatively referred to as astigmatic coma or second-type 

coma) . Because this wavefront error grows as the square of the groove length 

and linearly with the ruled width, the ray aberrations are responsible both for 

asymmetrical broadening of the spectral image from a point source and for 

curvature of an entrance slit. consider the practical case of a "bicycle-tire" 

toroid, i. e. one having constant radii of curvature. After removing 

astigmatism, according to (1), the results of Haber
3 

can be used to show that 

image broadening of a point source due to sagittal coma degrades the spectral 

resolution (for extremum rays) according to: 

v 
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where a is the sagi t tal acceptance (in radians). 
y 
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(2) 

In Fig. 1 we have plotted 

this aberration ver-sus inc idence angle, on the Rowland cir-cle. For 

def initiveness, we assumed the use of an outside spectral order- with the angle 

of diffr-action four- degr-ees lar-ger- than the angle of incidence. Near- normal 

incidence (a 0°), sagittal coma is insignificant for- most applications as 

3 
conc luded by Haber- . However- for- a > 30°, when the ratio of minor to major-

radius becomes signif icant, we see an enormous rise in this aber-r-ation. For 

example, if a = 80° (gr-azing angle 10°) and a = 0.050, the spectr-al 
y 

r-esolution is In.n.. - 1120. This pr-ediction is confirmed by the ray tr-acing 

r-esult shown in Fig. 2a. In this simUlation, we consider a 2400 g/mm tor-oidal 

gr-ating (R = 300 cm, p = 5.445 cm) which accepts a rectangular- aper-tur-e of 

0.050 sagittally by 0.010 in the plane of incidence. The spectr-al image at a 

wavelength of 40.5 A is shown on an image plane oriented perpendicular- to the 

pr-incipal r-ay, clear-ly displaying the char-acter-istic shape r-esulting fr-om 

sagittal coma. Given the plate scale of 1.39 A/mm, the image width envelope of 

1650 conver-ts to a spectr-al r-esolution 5.5 x This 

situation impr-oves by only a factor- of -3 if the incidence and diffr-action 

dir-ections ar-e inter-changed. 

To par-tially over-come this limitation, advocates of the toroidal gr-ating 

have pr-oposed intr-oducing a second aspher-ical element, a pr-e-mir-r-or-, to 

compensate somewhat for- the aber-r-ations of the tor-oidal 
7-9 

gr-ating Even 

with this addition, the quadr-atic incr-ease of sagittal coma with aper-tur-e has 

I imi ted the use of such designs to slow input beams, typically a 
y < few x 

10-
3 

and to spectr-al r-esolutions of 6)'/) .. 10-3 . The solid angle 

acceptance x image r-esolution ther-efor-e r-emains low for- tor-oidal gr-ating 

instr-uments. This conclusion holds as well for- more exotic aspher-ical gr-ating 
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surfaces,- such as ellipsoids or: football-type toroids
10 

(where radii of 

curvature are not constant across the aperture) provided one considers the 

results over a finite bandpass rather than at some correction wavelength along 

the axis of symmetry. 

Our approach is motivated by some earlier work on varied--space plane 

. 11-12 
gratl.ngs in which the task of removing astigmatism was transferred from 

the grating to a separate mirror. The stigmatic condition (1) is thereby 

enforced using infinite p and a virtual point source with r " = -r . If the 

grating is fed by a collecting mirror which focuses an object to this virtual 

source at unit magnification, then (2) reduces to the result previously 

reported: 

2 
6>"1) •. = ay I 8 (3) 

which is independent of the incidence angle. For example, a sagittal 

collecting aperture of 0.050 permits a spectral resolution of 1/3,200 as 

plotted in fig. 1. Given an aperture of 0.010, more than adequate for 

collection of most directionally emitting sources, the plane grating 

converging-beam geometry permits a spectral resolution of 1/80,000. These 

values represent an improvement over the single-element TGM by more than two 

orders of magnitude. 

We have adapted some aspects of this geometry to construct a high 

throughput monochromator (HTM). In particular, (1) and (2) are independent of 

the grating curvature R in the plane of incidence, thus one intuitively expects 

similar results from a conventionally ruled cylindrical grating curved only in 

the plane of incidence. A single pre-mirror could then be oriented 

orthogonally to the grating and provide the required virtual line focus for 

sagittal rays incident to the grating. This is analogous to the imaging mirror 

system of Kirkpatrick and 
13 

Baez . It de-couples imaging in the two 

y 
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dit"ections ,pennitting a high collection apet"tut"e along the gt"ating gt"ooves 

while avoiding the deletet"ious effects of sagittal coma pt"esent in tot"oidal 

g["atings. Ideally, the pt"e-mi["t"ot" would be elliptical, and the g["ating would 

focus along the Rowland ci["cle. A ["ay tt"acing of this system, with physical 

pa["amete["s othe["Wise identical to the pt"evious TGM case, is shown in Fig. 2b. 

Compa["ed to the TGM, a facto[" of 90 ["eduction in image width, and a facto[" 120 

["eduction in image height, is obtained. These ["esults a["e only a factot" of two 

wo["se than expected fo[" a vat"ied-space plane gt"ating as given by (3). 

Fut"the[" simplifications a["e possible at modet"ate ["esolutions. Given the 

insensitivity of (1) to lat"ge values of p, we expect that a sphet"ical gt"ating 

(p ,; R) can app["oximate the t"esults of the ideal cylinde[". Fut"thennot"e, we 

can ["eplace the elliptical p["e-mi["["ot" by a cit"cula[" cylinde[" which should have 

excellent focusing p["opet"ties at unit magnification. The la["ge collection 

apet"tut"e a desi["ed t"equi["es a long p["e-mit"t"ot", and is conveniently pt"ovided 
y 

14 by a bent stt"ip of glass . (Fo[" applications ["equi["ing a smallet" collection 

ape["tut"e, a simple concave sphe["ical mit"["ot" could be used.) Fig. 2c 

demonst["ates that such a simplified system maintains a la["ge impt"ovement ove[" 

the tOt"oid. The factot" of 20 t"eduction in image width yields a spect["al 

["esolution of 2.8 x and combined with a facto[" of 3 

["eduction in image height delivet"s an image significantly b["ighte[" than does 

the TGM, even afte[" accounting fot" the less than 100% ["eflectance of the 

Such a design is illust["ated in Fig. 3. The use of a sphe["ical g["ating 

is of gt"eat p["actical significance, allowing easy and accut"ate fab["ication of 

the subst["ate. While a seemingly obvious solution, this simple configut"ation 

and it advantages ove[" the TGM have p["eviously been ove["looked. othet" designs 

of ["elated inte["est have used to["oidal p["e_mi["["o["sIS 0[" have suggested the 
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use of a cylindr-ical gr-ating with the cr-oss~section defined by a 

1 . 116 
po ynom1a . As the main intent of those wor-ks was to r-educe astigmatism, 

the potential for- avoiding sagittal coma in this manner- appea["s not to have 

been fully appr-eciated. 

With design par-amete["s optimized for- moder-ate spect["al ["esolution and 

maximum acceptance in solid angle, we const["ucted a p["ototype HTM fo[" use with 

a laser--pr-oduced plasma. This light sou["ce is suf fic ien tly small (~200 llm) 

to act as an entr-ance slit, ["esulting in a net collection efficiency (including 

the efficiency of the optics) of 10-
4 

ster-adians and a spect["al r-esolution of 

Ilk/k 3-10 x over- the 40-250 eV band. The monoch["omato[" employs 

two tr-i-par-tite 3-meter- LUled sphe["ical g["atings, with eithe[" one selectable by 

an exter-nal feedthr-ough, pr-oviding cover-age f["om 30-300 eV (40-400 A). Final 

wavelength selection is accomplished by a simple g["ating r-otation about its 

pole (cent["al g["oove) using a sine-bar- dr-ive and an included angle of 164" 

between fixed entr-ance and exit slits. This ["esults in two wavelengths for-

4 
which the dominant teLm in spect["al de-focusing is eliminated (45 and 105 A. 

for the 2400 g/mm g["ating; 135 and .315 A for the 800 g/mm g["ating). This 

scanning motion also fixes the dir-ection for the pr-incipal ray, and maintains 

the astigmatism cor["ection at all wavelengths. A practical feature of the 

pr-esent inst["ument is the ability to quickly ["eplace the inexpensive strip 

glass mirro[" when contaminated by plasma debris. 

In Fig. 4 we show a preliminary spect["um obtained using the 800 g/mm 

grating when fed by a Penning discharge lamp17 and ent["ance slit, and where 

the detecto[" was a Galileo 
TM 

channeltr-on having a MgF
2 

coating. Rather 

than imaging stigmatically onto the exit slit, we maximized the count rates by 

adjusting the mirror ["adius to focus at a magnification of ~5 onto a detector 

(which was situated -100 cm from the exit slit). As shown in Fig.2d, this 

furthe[" decreases the level of sagittal coma, due to the five-fold dec["ease in 

J 
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a incident to the~rating. 
y Using 150 lim entrance and exit slits, and 

collecting apertures of .030 (sagittal) and .015 (meridional) the average 

spectral resolution is 
-3 x10 , and the line intensities exceed 

published 
17 

values obtained using commercial monochromators by a factor of 

50-100. The monochromatized beam exiting the HTM was designed to enter a 

reflectometer for efficiency measurements of soft-x-ray and extreme UV optics. 

Alternatively, one may trade throughput for higher spectral resolution. 

For example, as shown in Fig. I, a sagittal aperture of .010 radians permits 

A~/~ = 10-4 . Given a slight adjustment of either the exit or entrance 

slit along the principal ray as a function of ~, defocusing due to the simple 

rotational grating scan is largely eliminated8 , 9 and a meridional aperture of 

-.003 radians is acceptable. The high quality to which a spherical (grating) 

surface can be routinely formed permits the practical realization of such high 

resolution. Of particular interest is the use of this design with the 

2 
low-divergence radiation from soft x-ray undulators . 

This work was supported by the Department of Energy under contract 

DE-AC03-76SF00098. The ray traces reported in this work were obtained using 

the program SHADOW, developed by F. Cerrina. The authors thank R. C. 

weidenbach and P. Batson for technical support, C. Friebel". Y. Wu and A. 

Weissburg for assistance in the laboratory. and acknowledge J. Vitko and T. 

Tooman for support through LBL contract 8356 from the Sandia National 

Laboratory. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Sagittal coma fo~ va~ious stigmatic g~ating solutions, as a function 

of the angle of incidence, 01. Fo~ convenience, it is assumed that 

the angle of diff~action is 4° la~ge~. The plane, cylind~ical and 

sphe~ical g~atings a~e fed by a p~e--mi~~o~ ope~ated at unit 

magnification with ape~tu~e a 
y 

in the sagittal di~ection of the 

g~ating. The to~oidal, cylind~ical and sphe~ical g~atings a~e 

assumed to focus me~idional ~ays on the Rowland ci~cle. Results of 

~ay t~ace simulations a~e plotted as 0, 0 and +. The full-width-at

half-maximum ~esolution is bette~ than the ext~eme ~ay abe~~ations 

plotted he~e. 

Ray t~ace simulations, compa~ing the imaging of a to~oidal g~ating to 

that of a monoch~omato~ using eithe~ cylind~ical o~ sphe~ical 

g~atings (Fig. 3) p~eceded by a concave mi~~o~. All ~esults shown 

he~e assume a 2400 g/mm g~ating with a collection ape~tu~e of 0.050 

~adians (sagittal) by 0.010 ~adians (me~idional), and an angle of 

incidence of 80°. The spect~al image at a wavelength of 40.5 A is 

shown at the exit slit plane. In panel (d), the roi~~o~ is adjusted 

in ~adius to focus at a detecto~ plane situated 100 cm behind the 

exit slit. 

Schematic diag~am of the optical configu~ation fo~ a high th~oughput 

monoch~omato~. The cylind~ical mi~~or. images a light sou~ce (o~ the 

ent~ance slit length) onto a ta~get (o~ exit plane) in the di~ection 

pe~endicula~ to the g~ating dispe~sion. A sphe~ical g~ating is 

tJ 
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rotated about its pole to select wavelength using fixed slits. The 

cylindrical mirror may be replaced by a spherical mirror for small 

co llec t ing apertures. High I:'esolution vel:'sions of this design may 

employ slits which tl:'anslate slightly along the principal I:'ay. and 

cylindrical gratings. 

spectrum obtained with a Pl:'ototype high throughput monochl:'omat 0 I:' 

using an 800 g/nun sphel:'ical gl:'ating and 150 ).1m slits. The light 

source was a Penning dischal:'ge using Aluminum cathodes and Neon gas 

at an opel:'ating cUl:'rent of 0.3 Ampel:'es. At a cUl:'l:'ent of 0.75 

Ampel:'es, an Aluminum IV line at 129.7 A is also detected with 

~30,000 counts/sec. 
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